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Helping people. It’s who we are and what we do.
Sustainability

• Transition to Advisory Board
  • New Bylaws Approved
  • Representative Appointments vs Elections of Officers
  • Administrative Support provided by NV ADSD
  • Activities funded under Lifespan Respite grant
  • Represent caregivers at other councils/commissions
  • Legislative action derived from Position Statements

• Recruitment efforts underway
• Onboarding training & resources in development
Collaboration

• Survey ADSD sister Agencies about data
• Tentative minimum dataset phases
  • Phase 1 – CR gender/geographic/age + CG gender/geographic/age/living arrangements
  • Phase 2 – CR & CG military status/ethnicity
  • Phase 3 – CR primary diagnosis + CG support services received
• Still in planning to establish phases and datapoints.